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We denounce, condemn and brand with fire the black and crude counter-
revolutionary campaign of the media on television, radio, newspapers such
as El Comercio and weeklies such as Sucesos, etc. against our beloved and
respected Chairman Gonzalo, head of the Party and the revolution, the great-
est living Marxist-Leninist-Maoist on Earth, center of Party unification and
guarantee of triumph that leads us to communism. Chairman Gonzalo’s
leadership based on his almighty thought. We tell them that no matter how
much they throw all the mud and all their reactionary power they will not
be able to dent his image of great Communist Leader and his all-powerful
Gonzalo thought, all-powerful because it is true.

Constantly, the Peruvian reaction through its Low Intensity Warfare, car-
ries out these counterrevolutionary campaigns, within the Yankee plans to de-
fame, discredit and the foul plan to annihilate our Leadership and disappear
the PCP and the People’s War, which it leads for its General Reorganization
and to get out of the difficult and complex Bend.

We denounce, condemn and will crush their black plans and infamies
against our Leader, Chairman Gonzalo, the eagle of our party, developing
the People’s War and serving the World Proletarian Revolution.

Fighting side by side with our people, the PLA is destroying the liv-
ing forces of the enemy, fulfilling its role and the three revolutionary tasks
of Combat, Mobilize and Produce, demonstrating to the world that we are
not afraid of the dangers and that we face the difficulties collectively, em-
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bodying and applying the ideology of the proletariat, the unfading Marxism-
Leninism-Maoism, Gonzalo Thought, led by the new leadership of the PCP,
demonstrating in the facts that it is forged and made by Chairman Gonzalo.
Gonzalo, shrewdly applying the five necessities and the thousand eyes and
thousand ears of the Party, today near the XXV Anniversary of the current
and masterful Speech of Chairman Gonzalo, we reaffirm ourselves in this
one, which constitutes the synthesis of the III Plenum, a historical and tran-
scendental Plenum and in: Defend the Health and Life of the PCP and the
PCP:

Defend the Health and Life of Chairman Gonzalo by developing the Peo-
ple’s War!
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